LUNCH BOXES

ALL THE LUNCH BOXES INCLUDE THE BOX, PAPER NAPKIN AND DISPOSABLE CUTLERY FOR THE SALAD ( IF APPLICABLE )

LUNCH BOX A

MINERAL WATER : ( STILL 0,33 LT )
JUICE : ORANGE JUICE ( FRESKY )
SNACK : CEREAL BAR
FRUIT : 1 APPLE OR BANANA
SANDWICH PLEASE SEE SANDWICH OPTIONS
LUNCH BOXES

ALL THE LUNCH BOXES INCLUDE THE BOX, PAPER NAPKIN AND DISPOSABLE CUTLERY FOR THE SALAD ( IF APPLICABLE )

LUNCH BOX B

**MINERAL WATER** : ( STILL 0,33 LT )
**JUICE** : MANGO & ORANGE ( COMPAL 100% )
**SNACK** : POTATO CHIPS
**FRUIT** : GRAPPE BOWL
**SWEET** : CHOCOLATE MUFFIN
**SANDWICH** PLEASE SEE SANDWICH OPTIONS
**SALAD** : PLEASE SEE SALAD OPTIONS

LUNCH BOX C

**MINERAL WATER** : FLAVOURED WATER : LEMON OR POMEGRANATE & AÇAÍ
**JUICE** : SMOOTHIE OF ORANGE, MANGO AND APPLE
**SNACK** : CEREAL BAR
**FRUIT** : GRAPPE BOWL
**SWEET** : RICE CAKE ( TRADITIONAL PORTUGUESE SWEET )
**SANDWICH** PLEASE SEE SANDWICH OPTIONS
**SALAD** : PLEASE SEE SALAD OPTIONS
LUNCH BOXES

LUNCH BOX D

MINERAL WATER : ( STILL 0,33 LT )
JUICE : PEACH OR APPLE ( COMPAL 100% )
SNACK : DRY APPLE SNACK
FRUIT : 1 APPLE & 1 BANANA
SWEET : CHOCOLATE COOKIE
SANDWICH PLEASE SEE SANDWICH OPTIONS
SALAD : PLEASE SEE SALADS OPTIONS

LUNCH BOX E

MINERAL WATER : FLAVOURED WATER : LEMON OR POMEGRANATE & AÇAÍ
JUICE : JUICE 100% PEACH OR APPLE ( COOMPAL 100% )
SNACK : CHOCOLAT TWIX
FRUIT : BOWL WITH GRAPPES
SWEET : LEMON MUFFIN
SANDWICH PLEASE SEE SANDWICH OPTIONS
SALAD : PLEASE SEE SALAD OPTIONS
LUNCH BOXES

SANDWICH OPTIONS:

OPTION A
Baguette (100 gr) with Fresh Cheese, Lettuce and Tomato

OPTION B
Baguette (100 gr) with sliced egg (boiled), Lettuce, Tomato, Turkey Ham and Cheese

OPTION C
Baguette (100 gr) - Multigrain Bread with Hummus, Tomato and Spinach

OPTION D
Baguette (100 gr) with Tomato, Rocket and Tuna Paté

OPTION E
Baguette (100 gr) with Tomato, Rocket and Chicken Mousse

OPTION F
Baguette (100 gr) with Grilled Chicken Steak with Lettuce and Mayonnaise

OPTION G
Baguette (100 gr) with Roasted Pork Loin, Lettuce and Mustard

OPTION H
Wrap of Hummus, sweet Potato and Falafel
SALAD OPTIONS ( individual portion - 200 Gr )

A ) FUSILLI, FETA CHEESE, TOMATO CHERRY, BLACK OLIVES, NUTS
B) COUSCOUS WITH TOMATO, ASSORTED VEGETABLES, MUSHROOMS AND ORANGE
C ) BLACK-EYED PEAS, ONION, PARSLEY AND BOILED EGG
D) PASTA ( MACARRONETE ), GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST, TOMATO AND BASIL
E) HAWAIIAN
F) FARFALLE WITH MUSHROOMS, TOMATO AND BASIL
SPECIAL DIETS REQUIREMENTS

IF ORDERED IN ADVANCE, IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE:

DAIRY FREE LUNCH BOXES
GLUTEN FREE LUNCH BOXES

VEGETARIAN, GLUTEN FREE AND DAIRY FREE LUNCH BOXES WILL BE LABEL WITH A STICKER :
PRICES

LUNCH BOX A - € 14,50 + VAT CHARGED AS FOLLOWS:
€ 13,50 + 13% VAT
€ 1,00 + 23% VAT

LUNCH BOX B, C, D AND E - € 20,50 + VAT CHARGED AS FOLLOWS:
€ 19,50 + 13% VAT
€ 1,00 + 23% VAT

ALL THE PRICES INCLUDES TABLES TO PLACE THE LUNCH BOXES AND WAITERS TO HELP THE DISTRIBUTION

A CLEANING SERVICE WILL BE CHARGED FOR EACH SESSION/SYMPOSIUM

250,00 + 23% VAT

According to the current legislation, the VAT in the F&B industry applies as follows:

FOOD | COFFEE | TEA & STILL WATER - 13%
SOFT DRINKS | JUICES | ALCOHOLIC DRINKS - 23%
OTHER INFORMATION

THE BOXES CAN BE BRANDED WITH A STICKER (IF REQUESTED WITH 15 DAYS IN ADVANCE)

STICKER OPTIONS:

ROUND STICKER
Diameter – 9 cm
Cost of 100 units - € 30,00 + VAT (23%)

RECTANGULAR STICKER
9cm x 9cm
Cost of 100 units - € 35,00 + VAT (23%)

THE ABOVE COSTS INCLUDES THE STICKER AND THE PLACEMENT OF THE STICKER.
OTHER INFORMATION

ORDER FORMS DEADLINE

All orders should be submitted before, 1st March 2019
The order should be sent by e-mail to:

scvilarinho@ibersol.pt
ioliva@sccatering.pt

Please mention the following information:

Invoicing details (company name, address and VAT/tax number)
Name of the session | room | delivery date & time | quantity and sandwich options

CANCELLATION POLICY

All orders are final.
There will not be any refunds for cancelled orders

PAYMENT CONDITIONS

100% with the application, that is only valid after payment
INVOICE & BANK DETAILS

OUR INVOICE WILL BE ISSUED BY:

JOSE SILVA CARVALHO - CATERING, SA
Edifício Península
Praça do Bom Sucesso, nº105 a 159 – 9º piso
4150 -146 PORTO

Telefone: +351 21 925 55 10
Telefax: +351 21 925 55 19

CAPITAL SOCIAL : 548.340,00 EUROS
NIF : 507 652 355

OUR BANK DETAILS:

NOSSOS DADOS BANCÁRIOS
NIB: 0010.0000.37618320001.18
IBAN: PT50 0010 0000 3761 8320 0011 8
SWIFT: BBPIPTPL
PRODUCTS

GRAPES
PRODUCTS

SMOOTHIE OF ORANGE, MANGO AND APPLE
PRODUCTS

COMPAL 100%
0,33 LT
PRODUCTS

FRESKY ( ORANGE JUICE )
FLAVOURED WATER ( RED FRUITS )
PRODUCTS

MINERAL WATER 0.33L T

BOLO DE ARROZ = RICE CAKE
PRODUCTS

MUFFIN ( CHOCOLATE OR LEMON )
PRODUCTS

CHOCOLATE COOKIE (90 GR)
PRODUCTS

POTATO CHIPS - 45 GR

CEREAL BARS
PRODUCTS

CHOCOLATE TWIX

SNACK DRY APPLE (OPTION GOLDEN DELICIOUS OR RED SEDUCTION)